
OASC and AWS announce
global collaboration

[BRUSSELS, Belgium, 14 April 2021] - Open & Agile Smart
Cities (OASC) today announces a new agreement with Amazon
Web Services (AWS). This marks the launch of OASC’s
Enterprise Partnership programme.

AWS, the world’s leading cloud platform, is the latest global
company to partner with the city network under the
programme, with more to follow. Under the terms of the
agreement, AWS will be supporting city customers to
implement OASC’s Minimal Interoperability Mechanisms
(MIMs), enabling cities to exchange solutions and share open
data. OASC MIMs are based on open standards and
specifications and have been adopted by more than 150 cities
in over 30 countries.

AWS and OASC will now jointly explore ways in which cloud
technologies can address cities’ appetites for openness,
interoperability, ownership, control, fairness, and local
economic development. As part of the cooperation, AWS will
support customers wanting to develop a cloud-native context
broker based on OASC MIMs, enabling more cities and
communities in the world to benefit from digital technologies.

The launch of our Enterprise Partnership Programme is a
landmark for our network. The digital transformation of cities
is about improving the places that we love and live in, and
OASC is working to ensure that this transformation goes in the
direction we want as a society. One that’s open, free, and fair.
The team at AWS supports this vision and we are excited to
embark on this journey together and look forward to a long
and fruitful partnership.

“We look forward to working closely with OASC in 2021
supporting the digital transformation of their member cities.
We hope to help cities leverage global infrastructure and
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leading edge services, enabling them to fast track their
innovation, improve services for their citizens and importantly
share any learnings and relevant open data with other cities
around the world.”

OASC and @awscloud have announced a new global
collaboration enabling cities to exchange solutions and share
#opendata based on #OASCMIMs. Find out all here: thrilled to
announce our new global collaboration with @Amazon Web
Services today

@Davor Meersman, CEO of Open & Agile Smart Cities, said:
“The launch of our enterprise partnership programme is a
landmark for our network: It marks the beginning of a new era
in the urban digital transformation and we are excited to kick
off our new partnership programme together with AWS.”

Open & Agile Smart Cities (OASC) was founded in 2015 as a
grassroots organisation among 31 cities. OASC was
designated as a non-profit organisation in 2017 and now
counts 158 cities among our members. Our members and
partners share the goal of improving the quality of life for
people living in cities, towns and rural areas through
innovation and technology.

Our mission is to unite cities around the world to build a
global market for smart city data and services from the
demand side and based on the needs of cities and
communities.

Learn more on our website and join us in making change
possible.
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